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more reasonable hour the next day. The mist came back again as the light

failed and we ended the day with everything fooling damp, and already with

the sad feeling which accompanies the end of a good holiday, for this was

our last night.

Our final morning dawned sunny and dry with the shipping forecast promising

force 3-4 northerly. In fact we had almost a flat calm as we departed at

10.50 on the last hour of the tide. Once at the entrance to Carrick Roads

the wind came fron the east at around force 2 and I decided to give Alastair

at least a look at the open sea. Now, I have spent many happy hours in flat

calms at the entrance to lIelford River and should have been waned. After

all, today we had a schedule to keep to. However we headed for the Gedges

Bouy at the entrance to the Helford River and arrived there at 12.30 in a

comfortable force 3. At this point it had been our intention to heave to and

cook a hot lunch but as we came about the wind deserted us, so I lashed the

tiller and we had lunched whilst-"sailing'. Most of the time Popatop spun

idly but occasionally there came a puff putting her on the correct heading.

After we had eaten, Alastair remarked that he thought I had found a pretty

spot to stop and have lunch. Then we took to the paddles, for should the wind

not re-appear, we needed to catch the strongest bit of the tide at Falmouth.

After half an hour of steady paddling we seemed to be halfway across the bay

when a breath of wind sprang up. Farther out to sea a helicopter was hover-

ing over ship and we could not make up our minds whether he was practising

or attending an actual emergency. The wind gradually increased until we were

going through the water at 21 knots and we passed close to Pendennis Castle

at 14.30. Fran then on it was all too easy, and an hour later we slipped

through the narrow entrance to Restrong(iet Yacht Basin and picked up a buoy.

Our short holiday was over. On the face of it we had achieved nothing, but

in fact we had discovered same of the rivers surrounding Carrick Roads, and



drivers turning right round in surprise to look at us; on at least two

occasions we saw then take very late action to avoid oncoming cars on the

bend 100 yards away. Whilst we were exceedingly amused at their antics we

were glad not to have become the cause of an accident. Later that evening,

having toured the village and had a snack in the local Inn, Alastair and I

were botlh agreed that the shopkeeper's idea of developing the waterfront was

a very good one, although a great deal of dredging would be needed.

The following morning we were under way in the darkness at 05.05. It was

still dark and everything was dripping wet in a thick mist. There was also

very little wind. I could just make out the reflection of the water and

steered by that, occasionally paddling to keep steerage way. Several times

on a falling tide we had less than a foot of water, four inches under the

keel, but we eventually got clear of the shallowest parts. We saw the day

dawn behind us and could soon discern the source of all the bird noises we

had been hearing. This part of the river is a veritable bird sanctuary and

ghosting along in absolute silence, we were able to enjoy their morning greet-

ings to the full.

At 07.30 vw tied up to a concrete lighter mnored near the entrance to the Tiutwo

River. WVe were now able to sail at any state of the tide and breakfast called.

At 09.00 we set out again under the big r.ain and the genoe for the first tim

this holiday. The larger sails made a considerable difference, but the wind

remained light and the mist persisted. In the distance we could hear a fog

horn, presumably from St. Anthony. By 12..10 we had Falmouth Harbour abeam

and iwere heading for Percuil River, and by 13.00 we were ashore upstream of

Percuil. It was a comparatively easy walk to Portscatho where we finally

managed to buy some bread and decided that the "harbour", at any rate at higii

water, was no place to bring a Wayfarer. Once we were back with Popatop sk

paddled her out and put her on a vacant mooring so that we could leave at a
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under the conditions prevailing at the time, have been able to see the mud-

bank on which we would almost certainly have stranded, with what could have

bc-en serious results. A hand greater than ours often guides the tiller.

3 We had left our night stop at 15.00 and by 16.15 had reached Ruan Lanihorne

Quay. By now the river was shallow and there was just foom to turn round

and go out if we needed to. A man on the overgrown'and silted-up quay called

to us and said that it was not possible for us to be there and then added

that in any case a bridge farther up vould definitely stop us. Alastair was

also impressed with this spot so we decided to stay. There was just enough

water over the grass for us to back Popatop on it, to the further amazement

of the man on the quay, and there we dried out, actually with our keel. in a

little channel, but apparently simply on a grassy field. I could see that

Alastair was by now completely converted to this mud-crawling business, and

imagine that he will be talking about his night in a fidld on Popatop for many

nonths to come.

I left him stowing the sails and walked to the village for the bread of which

we were by now desperately short. The lady in the village shop looked a

little askance at my unkempt appearance and said that bread was only delivered

to order on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. I remarked that we would be

sailing on the morning tide and thus could not wait for bread and she inmiidi.at(l1y

became all attentive. Boats are not often seen at Ruan Lanihorne apparently,

as the river was allowed to silt up wvith the old china clay workings. Willen

they stopped and no more fresh silt was deposited the beautiful green grass

upon which we wvre so-to-speak parked began to grown. It was this lady's

earnest desire to have the channel dredged and to make Ruan Lanihorne a centre

for waterborne tourists. In default of bread I returned to Popatop with a

couple of choc ices and we sat in the late afternoon sunlight watching car
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At last the weather forecast had improved, the one at 06.30 talking about a

Foruce 4 iron the south. It would have been the day to sail to Plynnuth

except that we were to be wvaiting for water until about 15.00.

iVe wandered through the dense woods, noting the profusion of lichens, a sure

sign of the lack of air pollution; we studied the enpty creek closely and

worked our way down to its mnuth to get a view of the river which had looked

so fearsome the day before. There was little water now and what there was

was mirror calm. After we had gone back to Popatop I lay on the deck and

lox)kcd up at the mast gleaming golden against the blue sky. The burgee

flapped idly and I reflected that this was very close to heaven. There was

sirmply no way of getting out of there unti]. the water came and allowed us to

leave, and the pressures of civilization seerned tiany miles away. It was with

such pleasant thoughts in our minds that we had lunch and prepared to sail.

Despite going to sea in all sorts of ships the sheer ronance of a departure

never fails to stir tne, be it eVer so rmndane. And the departure on this

occasion, although not to the sea, was just as impressive. There is the final

packing of gear in the forward buoyancy tank, the sound of the hatch being

:ealed, the samn at the stemn compartrznnt, the final checking around, and the

suppressed excitemnt of knowing that we will shortly be leaving our little

haven to expl.ore new pl.aces. And then the mi.racle happens! The heavy boat

Iwhich we cannot move when laden, unsticks frem the mud and once mnre becomes

a graceful yacht.

W'lle still carried the cruising main and the jib and sailed up the Fal. The

wind was indeed lighter but had not gone round to the south, renmining at

force 3 from the east. WYe examined the creek we had wanted to visit the pre-

vious day, and found the narrow entrance to be blocked by a fallen tree. Had

we approached it the day before at a higher state of the tide, we would not,
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Some tine after dark we set out for Popatop. At least this time we had no

-lectric fences to worry us, but our route was somewhat complicated. We went

through and round five fields, finally found the point where we had energed

from B3orlase Wood and switched the torch on. By its light we tunbled down a

steep hill, collecting many more thorns on the way, and found the overgrown

ledge which had probably once been a footpath. After going along this for

about 15 minutes we came to a halt. No-one had been along this bit for a very

long tirn. It was 22.30, pitch dark, and we were lost in thc forest. As it

was a pleasant warm evening we could have laid down there until daylight but

there was no room among the brambles and holly. A stream ran to the boat;

the stream was donvn at the bottom of the hill. Find the stream and you find

the boat. So we backtracked to a point which, flow that we had retuined to it,

looked familiar, and once more tunbled, slid and swore our way down the hill.

There was the stream and not 50 yards away was Popatop. Gratefully we climbed

aboard, listened to the mobile discotheque on its nightly journey down the

river, and wriggled our way into our sleeping bags. From far away I heard

Alastair remarking that he had never scratched his legs so much on a boating

holiday and then the mists of sleep wafted over me.

Luring the night it poured with rain and I listened to it with the added

pleasure of knowing that we had not tried to sleep out in the "forest". Alastair

was up betimes on the Monday, complaining about a danip sleeping bag. The

nIight tide had left Popatop slightly heeled and, as we had not been exces-

sively careful when fixing the boat tent, in view of the long spell of dry

I weather, a few drops of water had dripped on to him. Considering that he

spent mnst of each day covered in mud up to his knees, and spreading it round

Popatop, I thought that he was really making a fuss about nothing. I turned

over in my bone-dry sleeping bag and had another ten minutes.
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four rolls in the cruising main. I had picked a creek farther up

the River Fal which seemed to provide easy access to the Inn at

Philleigh. All was well until we got into the Fal when it became

obvious that the "occasional 7' was funnelling straight down the

river against us. We passed the creek at Borlase Weel and I noted

that it was a possible safe haven. During the worst gusts we were

sitting out, spilling wind from both sails and, heavily laden as we

were the water still occasionally came over the lee deck, to pour

into the cockpit. However, our chosen creek was not far and the tide

was with us. Suddenly Alastair pointed out that serried rows of white

horses were advancing towards us from the direction of our destination.

I gathered that he had had enough sailing for one day; after all, we

had covered a whole mile. So we headed back to Borlase Wood under

jib only and at what had appeared to be the head of the creek found

that it turned to port to give us yet another delightfully sheltered

and secluded place to stay the night. We were unseen from the river

and most unlikely to be seen from the land, which was steep and covered

with a dense growth of trees. Once again we were able to refill our

fresh water oncatiners from a pure stream which ran down through the

trees.

By 17.30 we had again dried out and were on our way up through the

woo-lr: to find a path to the Inn at Philleigh. I have never secn so

many brambles and trees. I also noticed on close acquaintances that

the holly in Cornwall has plenty of berries this year in addition to

prickles. So, scratched and worn out, we approached the Inn at PhilleigI

for the second time. As we were even more dirty and dishevelled than

on our first appearance here we were asked where we were staying. I

left Alastair to explain that one.
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ground gently on the beach. Unfortunately no-one was there to applaud

t,iti neat lrival save one dog, which soon had0 Alastair throwing stozigu

for it. Whilst he dld this I tended l'opatop as the tide went out,

making sure that there were no danaging obstacles under her and that

she settled level on the mud. Later we examined the church and

noticed that the tower was falling apart; in fact potential visitors

were warned to keep clear. Later still, after dinner, we walked

across the fields to Coombe, and along the creek, before returning

to Popatop for the night. During this walk we felt rather out of

place in our muddy clothes, which contrasted badly with the immaculate

nautical-type outfits worn by many of the other people there, who

were leaning upon their Birmingham-registered cars and commenting

knowledgeably upon the workboats drawn up on the beach. Or did we

feel a sense of superiority?

By Sunday morning we were despairing of ever getting to Plymouth.

The shipping forecast was again giving force 5-6 south east with

occasional 7. Whilst we waited for the tide I checked some of the

gusts in the tree-lined creek and they went up to force 6. What were

we to expect outside? This time there was no water until 13.45, by

w.hich time we had finished our main meal of the day. Alastair toed

l:opatop as far as the entrance to the creek which was still afflicted

i:y the onshore wind. One advantage about drying out as we often do

is that I can observe potential dangers which are covered at half tide.

This creek was particularly bad, with the remains of large trees

strewn about its bed. I had no desire to go on to them whilst trying

to tack out of the narrow entrance and thus Alastair had to pull

l'opatop past them before we set sail. Once more we set the jib and
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summner evening. When we returned Popatop was almost ready to float

wi.th the tide and to lie to her anchor.

Friday morning brought us lots of sunshine and a shipping forecast

of force 5-6 north-east. This was quite satisfactory because we

intended in any case to explore Falmouth Harbour. Accordingly we

set out under jib and "cruising main" (80% of the normal mainsail

area) to go up the river Fal.

The forecast of force 6 was correct and owing to the configuration

of the land we could rarely tell what would happen next. There was

either no wind at all or a force 6 whose direction varied with every

gust. I s^on reaiis d that Alastair was sufficiently experienced to

cope wi h these conditions as crew, and felt much happier. Once we

were into Carrick Roads Lhe wind was more constant and the spray from

the waves soon had the water streaming from our waterproofs. We

continued across Carrick Roads and rounded Turnaware Point, beating

into the wind all the way. Then I espied a creek which looked

reasonably sheltered and headed into it. Here we beached Popatop as

the tide started to ebb. It had taken us one hour to cover two miles,

and we were quite happy to curtail our day's sailing. The creek,

which we called Turnaware Creek, was lined ith woods composed mainly

of oak and holly trees and a delightful fresh-water stream ran down

to its head where we lay. In the late afternoon we set outto find

civilisation and walked through woods and over fields and under

electric fences until we found anzthcr old inn at Philleigh. There

we sat amidst the flowers eating smoked mackeral and sampling the local

brew until twilight, by which time 'v had agreed that the holiday

had started quite well and then set outon the journey back to Popatop.

As we once more stood on the deck a noise smote our ears. It gradually



SIX DAYS 0ON THE FAL

A long time after the port had stopped dirculating we were still

propping up the bar at our annual dinner. Inevitably when I am

around, the talk turned to sailing arid the difficulty in finding

a crew prepared to undertake an adventurous voyage. It was then

that Roy said: "I'll sail with you to the Scillies if you like".

Manna from heaven! Roy appeared to be the ideal man for it,

experienced in sailing Enterprises, a one-time navigator in the

Royal Air Force and with a touch of mountain rescue work thrown in.

I therefore accepted his offer with alacrity and went ahead and planned

a departure from the Restronguet Yacht Basin.

However, during the months that followed I noticed an increasing

coolness and it was no surprise to me when about four weeks before

our departure he confessed that his wife did not like the idea of him

sailing over such "dangerous waters". As a good family man etc......

So there was I looking for another crew.

And that is how Alastair came into the picture. I think that he had

been married longer or was will insured or something, because his wife

raised no ob ections beyo.;d c.mmenting that Popatop was a bit smaller

than she had expected. The trouble was that Alastair only had six

days, insufficient time fol a return trip to the Scillies unless

the weather was very cettleC. So we decided on a tour along the South

Coast to Plymouth and I took the charts for the Scillies just in case.

In an area crowdeA with tourists the Restronguet Yacht Basin is a

pleasant seclilded backwater. We arrived here on Thursday evening and

after launching on to the mud and rigging Popatop for sleeping we

stepped round the corner to the Pandora Inn, which is 500 years old

and has a fine outlook on to the river. It was also crowded with

tourists out nevertheless is a good place to have a drink on a hot
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at the peak tourist time in the area had succeeded in avoiding meeting

any other hiolidaymakers for long periods of tine. When I returned

lhocu I received the news that Roy, who had been restrained from joining me

on this holiday by the possible dangers involved, had fallen over a cliff

and had broken 10 ribs and a collar bone. I leave the reader to draw his

own moral from that.

Bill Lindsley,

Popatop,

W3687


